GIRL POWER!!
GIRL SPACES!!
18 NOVEMBER | LAGOS
PROGRAM OVERVIEW

SATURDAY

NOVEMBER 18 | LAGOS

7:40 AM CAT
REGISTRATION

8:30 AM
EXPO BOOTHS + NETWORKING

8:45 AM
WELCOME + INTENTION SETTING

EMCEES:
BALIQEES S.
GIRL UP LEADER

OLUWAFUNKE A.
GIRL UP LEADER

RUTH A.
GIRL UP LEADER

9:00 AM
OPENING REMARKS

KAOSARA ABDULKAREEM
HEAD, PEOPLE AND CULTURE,
CATERPILLAR FOUNDATION

MY LO COOK
CHIEF PROGRAM OFFICER,
GIRL UP

9:30 AM
GIRL UP IN NIGERIA
ADVOCACY, ACTIVISM
JOURNEY

FAVOUR A.
REGIONAL LEADER, GIRL UP

9:50 AM
GIRL TALK: PROJECT AWARDS

CHIZARAM O.
GIRL UP REGIONAL LEADER

10:00 AM
KEYNOTE SPEAKER

UUJ KENNEDY OCHANENYE
HONORABLE MINISTER OF WOMEN
AFFAIRS

10:25 AM
BREAK

10:40 AM
FEMINISM AND WOMEN’S LEADERSHIP
PANEL

KANGA RASI
SOCIAL JUSTICE ADVOCATE

NSIKAN UBI
CEO NUBI CONSULTING & TECHNOLOGY
STRATEGIST

OLUWAKEMI GBADAMOSI
DIRECTOR OF ADVOCACY, POLICY,
MARKETING AHF & LAWYER
PROGRAM OVERVIEW

SATURDAY

NOVEMBER 18 | LAGOS

11:30 AM CAT
EXPERT LED WORKSHOPS

LEADER OF SELF, CONFIDENCE BUILDING, EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP

BREAKING THE GLASS CEILING TO PROMOTE GIRLS’ LEADERSHIP IN SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY ENGINEERING AND MATHEMATICS

PROMOTING ACCURATE AND COMPREHENSIVE SRH INFORMATION: ACCESS TO SRH SERVICES AND ADVOCATING FOR POLICY CHANGE

12.30 PM
LUNCH

13:00 PM
INSPIRE SESSIONS

13:50 PM
YOUTH LED WORKSHOPS

MENTAL HEALTH- EMOTIONAL WELL-BEING

HOW TO START, LEAD, & ORGANIZE WITH YOUR GIRL UP CLUB

SAY NO TO GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE: EMPOWERMENT THROUGH SELF-DEFENSE (ESD)

14:50 PM
BREAK

15:00 PM
STORYTELLING AND AMPLIFYING YOUR VOICE THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA AND CULTIVATING RESPONSIBLE ACTIVISM

VIMBAI MUTINHIRI-EKOPENYONG
TV HOST, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER, NEWS ANCHOR

15:30 PM
NETWORKING

15:50 PM
CLOSING
THANK YOU TO OUR PARTNERS

**Visionary Partners**

- Caterpillar Foundation
- P&G *always* Olay
- TE Connectivity

**Global Partners**

- Cerberus
- Dentsu
- Hasbro
- Hershey

**Event Partners**

- Brave Movement
- AHF AFRICA
- Karissa's Girls in Design